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The neutral country, Anur, never claimed to

The World of Serenia

own any of the space, but many of their ships
were caught in the crossfire, so they closed off.
Beneath the major battle zone lies a
mermaid city of Serenia. Mermaids are not
exactly skittish, but knew they should avoid
heading up to the surface every time they heard
gunfire and saw dark shadows above.
Over time, it became too much. The
smoke and darkness made many mermaids sick,
and the mermaid royalty decided to make
themselves known and let the humans know
who really controlled the waters. Merfolk

PixieCold- http://selina3945.wordpress.com/

Merfolk have always been a myth,
strange and beautiful creatures sailors told each
other about so they would stay focused on their

started purposely wrecking ships and capturing
sailors into the depths, and even hypnotizing
them to fight against their fellow men.
Currently, most humans inland have

course. The sailors never expected to find that

heard only rumors of mermaids, and ones near

they were real.

water where mermaids typically swim are still

A few decades ago, two major oceanside

wary of socializing with the creatures. Merfolk

counties, Orland and Zancia, were at war. They

still tread carefully around humans, but most

were fighting over who controlled ship trading

can stand to at least be around them. Some even

routes, as they were connected by the ocean.

like to analyze and watch them from afar,

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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All merfolk are natural collectors,

studying their behaviors in a way that has never
been so close.
While the major city is named Serenia,

particularly of human objects. Even if they don’t
intend to keep the object, they will still be

and there are many other major smaller cities,

compelled to take it from where it belongs,

the humans typically refer to all areas under the

show it off, and either return it or sell it. They

sea that are inhabited by mermaids as Serenia.

have a particularly special interest in eating

Life under the sea is not necessarily behind the

utensils and books. Human objects are not

development of the human world, just different.

exactly valuable, just rare.
A favorite activity for adventurous

Before now, the last human contact with
merfolk was during the period of ancient

merfolk is called “shipwrecking”. This is when

Greece, so much of their government and

mermaids explore sunken ships and clear out

structure is reminiscent of that time.

animals and loot in the area. Some mermaids

Merfolk typically do not wear clothing,

also enjoy searching for treasures in caves.

as most of their upper bodies are covered in

Merfolk can also cause their own shipwrecks

scales and clothing would weigh them down

with their abilities to hypnotize sailors and make

while swimming. However, when merfolk go on

them their puppets.
When merfolk are out and about, they do

land and interact with humans, they tend to wear
a sheet or something loose fitting. Merfolk can

occasionally come into contact with other sea

change their fins to legs, but usually do not

creatures. Most of the time, merfolk are

travel much farther inland than shops.

apathetic, but if they see a particularly unique

Occasionally, when mermaids go on ships and

fish, they will attempt to catch it and keep it as a

interact with sailors, they will use their legs to

pet. All merfolk pets are unique in some way.

get around better.

They typically do not attack other creatures

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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Despite their differences, merfolk all

unless these creatures attack them first, or if the
creature is in the way of their goal.
Every city has a system of government,

have one common goal-- protect their culture
from humans. To do so, merfolk will typically

but the most notable is the Archon, the leader of

go out shipwrecking and lure humans to their

Serenia. Serenia has a democratic government,

deaths, usually only if they find them somewhat

but most people in power will stay in power.

threatening. Some merfolk will even take part in

There are 4 Institutors below the Archon who

the practice of eating their puppets after using

advise him, and almost all of them have been

them, but this is highly discouraged by the

Archon before, but this is not a requirement for

Archon.
The Archon also has some control over

being an Institutor. Citizens who have
previously participated in smaller governments

merfolk relationships and breeding. Because of

can run for this position.

the merfolk’s long life, pregnancy is regulated

There are 5 species of merfolk: Catfish,

and there are not many fingerlings around the

Clownfish, Koi, Flying, and Betta. Most of

capitol, but the young are also not allowed to

these mermaids make their homes in

venture outside the city since they need to be

surrounding caves, although the Clownfish

protected.

typically take over areas with lots of vegetation
(specifically anemones), which make them have
the nicest looking homes. Catfish are just the
opposite and usually live in more muddy and
rocky areas of the city. Each clan has a goal of
their own. For more information on clans, see
Clans on page 14.
© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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eye of the Nursemaid. Merfolk raised in the
group are typically more open and sociable than
others as they surrounded by so much diversity
growing up.

Howard David Johnsonhttp://www.howarddavidjohnson.com/Z37.htm

If a couple in an established relationship
Common Names
does want to have babies, they have to apply
Male Names: Aegeus, Anchor, Arroyo,
and be approved. This process can take up to
Bahman, Cael, Caesar, Casmir, Dagfinn, Diede,
two years. For merfolk not in established
Irving, Kae, Kelvin, Marinus, Merpus, Morgan,
relationships, they simply wait until they are
Neptune, Nemo, Osharus, Pelagius, Roan,
called to lay or inseminate the eggs at the
Sheldon, Tariq, Tridenton, Weldon.
breeding clinic. Merfolk do not mix races, and if
Female Names: Agata, Ariella, Calliope,
it is found out that they did, the baby is disposed
Calysta, Delphina, Eleni, Ileana, Karis, Kloey,
of. Afterwards, either parent can elect to raise
Lydia, Marilee, Melody, Naiyah, Nyla, Patrina,
the juvenile, or it can be put into federal custody
Phyllis, Rydia, Sandi, Sirena, Venus, Zoe.
and raised with its generation under the careful
© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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Orland
The human world works similarly to
Serenia in that there is still a society and a
government, however they are in a monarchy.
The humans are just now expanding on art,
architecture, and science. Different countries are
fighting for dominance over land and ship
trading routes.
When it comes to human society,
merfolk typically only interact with sailors and
people who live near the seashore. Humans are
still wary of mermaids and usually keep their
children away for fear they’ll be carried off and
eaten by the mermaids, even though this has

Coskontis- http://coskoniotis.deviantart.com/art/WarriorPriest-285342677

The monarchs of Orland are usually very
never actually been witnessed or reported.
Humans are perfectly happy to trade
with merfolk, as long as they give them

power-hungry and wear a lot of black, which
might be why they are so sour all the time. They

something usable. There have been many fights
over whether or not something is as valuable to
humans as it is to merfolk.
The 3 notable countries are Orland,
Zancia, and Anur.

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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are slightly more to the north than the other

merfolk actually prefer socializing with these

countries, and the merfolk usually only travel to

women over the men as they seem less

their colder waters in the summertime. Orland

aggressive about hurting them. Anur has some

researchers would love to capture a mermaid

interest in the merfolk, but are waiting for the

and study them in a confined habitat.

mermaids to volunteer themselves to them for

Anur

studying more than anything. For now, the
sailors simply take notes on what they see.

Zancia

Sancient- http://sancient.deviantart.com/art/sacient-sandwellers-55560141

Zancia is the southernmost country, and
a bit more of a desert. There are lots of sandy
Ching Shih- http://lampaifotel.blogspot.com/2013/03/10kisah-perempuan-penghibur-yang.html

Anur is a very neutral company. They
prefer to never be involved with political issues.
Their allies call them lazy. To keep from being
taken over by their neighboring countries, every
citizen, man and woman, is required to
participate in the military. Many women have
chosen to become sailors in recent years, and

beaches and always constant trade abuzz in the
local bazaar by the seashore. However, their
monarchs are usually very sickly and don’t live
long, therefore never learning from the mistakes
of their past. Zancia absolutely despises the
mermaids, but they bring in some good money
and trade to the marketplace. The country as a
whole is afraid of the mermaid’s power.

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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Flotsam’s Story
Flotsam’s Story is told to juvenile’s and fingerlings
as they grow to encourage each other to appreciate
differences and also to not go where they are not
supposed to.

Serenia: The Dark Waters
spines that she once held proudly now always
sagged around her as she moved slowly through
the water, and she couldn’t be proud of her

Most humans in Serenia only knew merfolk as a

strips when they only made her look wider and

myth. However, few had actually encountered

the others said she was a fat mermaid.
One day after school, Flotsam was

them, mostly those from the flying fish clans in
the South where it was warmer. There were

swimming home from school when Ariella and

many kinds of merfolk though, all with their

her friends spotted her and started to talk in

own unique appearance and qualities.

front of her. Opharus Triton was with them too,

A few things to know about merfolk:

and Flotsam tried to avert her eyes from him

They enjoyed mischief, collecting tokens of the

and pay attention to what Ariella wanted. He

human world, and sticking with members of

was a beautiful Betta mer-boy that she’d be

their own clans. For instance, Clownfish

crushing on since she was just a fingerling. She

merfolk and Betta merfolk never got along and

loved his fins flowing around him, and how,

had waged so many wars between each other

beneath his scales, his strong abs were starting

that their numbers were much slimmer than the

to form. There were certainly other mer-boys

other clans. They had trouble appreciating the

she could go after, but Opharus has also always

beauty of their differences. Poseidon couldn’t

been kind to her more than the others; He never

make everyone the same.

spoke up, but he never joined in either despite

This is what Flotsam hoped her

his mean friends.
Ariella on the other hand typically lead

classmates heard as she floated behind the
group. They always made fun of her for being

the assaults on Flotsam. She was a vain and

the only lionfish mermaid in the class. Her

prideful Koi mermaid. Where most of her Koi

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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“I CAN get you something nice.” She

friends were spotted with orange, red, or yellow,
Ariella was a bright blue, and this made her very

looked up and stared Ariella defiantly in the

popular. She never had to fight to be the center

eyes. They were icy blue, just like her heart.
“From where?” Ariella asked and swam

of attention and seemed nice to everyone except
for Flotsam because she very obviously looked

up to her, placing her hands on her scale-less

like an outsider.

hips. Flotsam wasn’t sure. It wasn’t that her

“I’m having a party tomorrow night,”
Ariella said. “And everyone else will be there…

family couldn’t afford nice things, but she didn’t
know many of the luxury shops in the city.

and I want to invite poor Flotsam, really, but I

Ariella sensed her ambivalence.

can’t.” Ariella looked directly at her as she said

“Alright, tell you what.” She moved her hair of

this. “If she brought me a nice gift, I might let

her face. “I know a place where you could find

her in, but I doubt that she can even afford it.”

me something really nice, for free. But, it’s

Her and her friends laughed, except Opharus

dangerous.” Ariella smirked and looked back at

only let out a little chuckle. Flotsam didn’t care

her friends before turning back to Flotsam.

to go to her party before, but now that her status

“You know Phrorcys Cavern right?” Flotsam

had been offended, she felt compelled to

knew very well. It was surrounded by stories of

impress.

ghosts, but that great treasures were hidden

“I can get you something nice...”
Flotsam said, looking down at the ocean floor.
“Sorry, did you guys hear anything?”
Ariella said. Her friends shook their heads.

inside. “Bring me some of the treasure inside
and I’ll let you come to my party. Sound good?”
Flotsam could only nod. Her heart pounded
quickly with fear, but she couldn’t give up now.
Ariella would do worse things if she didn’t even
try.

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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stemmed from. It became so loud, Flotsam had

-.For the most part, Phorcys seemed like

to cover her ears as she was pushed (or pulled,

any other cave, except that it was oddly warm

she couldn’t tell), further into the cave. She felt

inside. Caves were usually cold and she was so

a whirlpool dragging her down and down, and

deep in the grotto that the water around her

the water around her became hotter and hotter.

should have been absolutely freezing. Perhaps

She was going to die here, either of being tossed

the warmth came from the glow of the blue and

around until her gills gave out or until her skin

purple mushrooms that faintly lit the cave walls

and scaled burned off.

every few feet or so. The water here was also

-.Flotsom opened her eyes, her lashes

extremely clear, which hurt her eyes. Flotsam
was used to sea salt water, and had never been

flicking against the wet sand. The air around her

this deep in the wild before.

was still and cold, but she could hear the faint

Flotsam continued further into the cave.
The amount of scattered mushrooms and light

whirring of the water from where it had spit her
out onto a small shore.
She sat up, rubbing sand off her face.

became less and less until she rounded a corner
and saw nothing but darkness. It was also

Her skin was red from the earlier heat, and dry

completely silent except for her own movement

from being out of the water for so long. Flotsam

pushing through the thick clear water. The water

looked around the cavern, and could only see a

had become even hotter now, and Flotsam knew

small light coming from the rock formation

she was sweating.

center of the tiny islet, about 15 feet away. It

A long electric wail rang out, and

appeared to be the only light in the area, but

Flotsam panicked. This was it! This was the

somehow she could make out faint carvings in

where the heart of all the hauntings in the world

the runes. She’d need to get a closer look.

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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Flotsam couldn’t stand being in the

problem. Flotsam supposed she could just crawl,

water anymore. She concentrated on making her

but being out of the water in her fish form was

fins legs. She imagined soft, clean, and shiny

painful. All merfolk felt a strong call to stay in

legs with small feet and wiggling toes, all the

the water, and it was easier to stay on land the

way up past her knees, her slim thighs, her

better they were at using their legs. Flotsam had

bottom, and her hips.

rarely used hers and wasn’t sure if she would
even be strong enough to walk 15 feet.
Flotsam figured this tiny light was

The water felt different on her skin, and
when she opened her eyes, she had two
somewhat scaly legs. She wiggled her toes like

probably some source of magic, and probably

she always enjoyed doing, feeling the water

the key to getting her out of Phorcys Cavern.

flow around them.

She tried to concentrate really hard at making

Flotsam felt the call of the shore again

her fins turn into legs, but it seemed she was just

and slowly stood. She was shaky at first, but it

too exhausted. How long have I even been down

didn’t take much time to slowly walk forward.

here?, she began to wonder as she noticed just

She had to remember to move only one foot at a

exactly how dry her skin was. She decided to

time and bend her knees. She tried to be patient,

sink back into the cool water for just a bit...

but the whisper kept pulling her in, and it was

She jerked awake and heard a soft
whisper around her. Because of the shape of the

almost painful to not have reached the source.
She neared the rocks and started to make

cavern, the sound could have been coming from

out the etchings. Well, she tried, but she wasn’t

anywhere. It almost just sounded like wind, but

good with mythical knowledge. That was

she felt a pull, for the first time in her life,

usually the class she took naps in. There

towards the shore.

appeared to be some merfolk carved onto the

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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rocks, a few with magical staffs, and some with

turn more into a shouting, and it made her ears

swords, and some with nothing at all. She took

hurt.

one more step forward and collapsed, catching

As she pulled the last rock away, the

on the small ruin to hold herself up. Now she

light burst outwards from the floating orb, but

felt sick being on the shore. The sand was itchy,

not quite reaching the edges of the cave.

sticking to her skin like sea bugs encountered

Flotsam still couldn’t see a way out. She let out

muddy waters.

a noise of frustration, and picked up one of the

Flotsam sat back and inspected the rock
she had caught herself on. The whisper got

rocks and threw it at the orb.
The orb swayed a little, but ultimately

stronger and she could make out some words,

appeared unharmed by her attack. The whisper

but not in her language. The rock had the image

was quieter now. Flotsam wanted to cry. She

of a mermaid silhouette with a beam coming

was never going to get out of here.

from behind. Flotsam just knew that the light

She continued to stay at the light, hoping

that was trapped between these rocks was that

to see some sign of what to do. It was no longer

beam.

calling to her. The ocean seemed to be pulling
Flotsam breathed deeply. Even if

her back, but she wasn’t ready. Flotsam crawled

something bad happened, she felt this was her

closer to the orb until it was right in front of her

only chance of getting out of the cave alive.

nose. She lifted a finger, and poked it.

After a few minutes, she worked up the courage

Before she could touch something solid,

to start pulling the rocks away. Each rock she

the light seemed to scream and Flotsam

touched had either an image of the mermaid or

scrambled away and covered her ears. The light

strange script. The whisper was also started to

approached her quickly and dissolved onto her,
encasing her. She felt a strange power around

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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her that seemed to surge through her and she felt

She made her way back to it, but the reflection

invincible. Flotsam immediately dived back into

did not match what she usually saw.

the water as her legs turned back into fins. She

Her lion-stripped scales were black, and

knew she now had the power to go up the

she looked like she had been rolling around in

whirlpool that brought her over here and make

an oil spill. Her hair had changed to a more

her own way out of the cave.

purpley red than she had ever seen. When she

--.--

finally took a peek at her eyes, she was terrified

Flotsam felt elated to see the blue ocean

of herself and covered her eyes so she wouldn’t

water again, and taste the salt on her lips. The

see them anymore. Her heart was beating fast as

glow was still around her, and she wasn’t sure

she attempted to peak through. She still saw the

what to do about it. Maybe Opharus Triton

blood red in her iris. There was almost no trace

would think is was attractive.

of the brown left.

She approached her friends meeting

She wanted to scream, but she was too

place, but no one seemed to be around. She

afraid someone would come running and see

went down into the hang out, a much smaller

her. She looked horrible. She looked evil. No

cave than the one she had just been in. This one

one would ever want to be her friend now…

was their clubhouse where her classmates would

Flotsam couldn’t stop thinking about

keep all their collected trinkets and doohickies.

them. They were the ones that dared her to go

As she approached the bottom, she saw

into the cave, the ones who always pushed her

something move past her out of the corner of

around at school. She took one last glance at

her eye. Turning back, she saw it was just a

herself in the mirror before turning away so hard

small hand mirror leaning up against the shelf.

that the mirror fell on the rocks below and the

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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glass shattered as she vowed to get her revenge
and show them what they had done.

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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attention if they themselves are not receiving

There are 5 clan types in Serenia: Catfish,
Clownfish, Koi, Flying, and Betta. Each clan
has their own overarching personality and
special bonuses due to their heritage and
upbringing.

Catfish

any.
The communities most catfish grow up
in are not bad, but they aren’t exactly ideal
either. As children, they are constantly
surrounded by manipulators and liars, and that
behavior affects them in that they may never

Special: +2 to defense rolls
trust anyone, but are constantly wanting others
Catfish are some of the most distinctive
to trust them.
merfolk under the sea. Although typically
Most catfish have a particular distaste
neutral in color, these merfolk have long
for Koi’s, and will tend to avoid socializing and
whiskers coming out of their cheeks which
interacting with them if they can.
makes their head appear a bit larger than
average. Catfish mermaids have no scales, but

Clownfish

their skin and fins are rock hard which provides
them a bit of natural protection.
A single catfish can have multiple
personalities. They can go from being masculine
and an ultra-protector to a sweet sultry
hypnotizer in seconds. However, they will
always be somewhat hyperactive and

Mysticnova7http://mysticnova7.deviantart.com/art/Clown-FishMermaid-and-Seahorse-315879578

participating in what’s going on around them.

Special: +2 to Charisma rolls

They are very attracted to others who receive
© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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Koi

Other than their fins and colorful skin, they
could easily pass as humans. They are also
busybodies, always trying to progress in life and
get to a bigger anemone. Among themselves,
they are quite peaceful. Among others, they may
seem slightly two-faced but a clownfish has
never been known for crossing anyone.
Clownfish merfolk usually grow up in
very loving homes and will usually stay within
their communities unless they have a reason to
leave.
Drainy- http://driany.deviantart.com/art/Final-KoiMermaid-and-little-fish-417488233

Special: +1 to Charisma; +1 ability point in
Appearance; Every INT roll takes a -2, unless a
d4 is assigned to it.
Koi fish have a very strange history, in
that they were never meant to exist. They are the
descendants of the ancient and extinct Common
Carp merfolk. Sometimes around 1000 years
ago, carps started breeding specifically for
color, trying to maximize on appearance. This
© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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Flying Fish

Their descendants are paying the price, but at
least they look good doing it! Occasionally, a
dull gray Koi is born, and they typically end up
taking on the personality of a catfish without the
appearance.
When it comes to interacting with other
merfolk, Koi always love to be the center of
attention. Koi are always competing against
each other as well, however most of it is
friendly competition as they are always trying to
better their social and physical skills.

Phoenixlu- http://phoenixlu.deviantart.com/art/MerunesIllusionist-293267685

Special: +2 to Swim
Flying fish are well known for their
speed, thanks to their extra-large fins that appear
to be wings. Flying fish also tend to be as blue
as the ocean around them and like to jump over
the waves above water, making them appear to
fly. They enjoy swimming around a lot and
rarely hold still.
© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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injured, so many Betta’s choose to specialize in
medicine as well.

anger and may speed off and release some steam

In particular, Betta’s think Clownfish

by swimming among the waves for a bit. They

present themselves to be overly friendly and

honestly love nothing more than a good swim!

optimistic, and they tend to not respond well to

Flying fish do not like Betta’s. The

this.

Betta’s needless violence puts them off and they
don’t want to risk getting tangled up with them.

Betta
Special: +1 Agility; +1 ability point to Animal
Training.
Betta fish are the most misunderstood of
fish. While they are loners, they are also
particularly good at controlling and relating to
other animals. They can often be found among
large seaweed groves and always spotted by
their distinctly wide fins.
Betta fish also love a good fight. They
typically will not end a battle until their
opponent surrenders, and this can often cause a
lot of tension when they are fighting each other.
Most of the time, one of them ends up extremely

© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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Legendary Items; Lost Forever
Item

Description

Pearl of

This item can be found on a sunken ship near the tip of Orland. Orlandians have been searching for this

Destiny

treasure for many years but are afraid it might be lost forever. The person in charge of this item would have
the power to take additional turns in combat and can save their party members from fatal attacks. For
example, if a party member is killed in combat, the player can use the Pearl of Destiny to bring them back
to life. This can be done up to 3 times before the power is used up.

Poseidon's

While Poseidon may have disappeared for now, there are rumors of his trident still being on this plane.

Trident

Whoever possesses this object is said to have control over whether or not ships survive storms and make it
to their destinations. This item also adds +15 to the attack value.

Conch of

Found many years ago on a magic snail, the Conch now sits safely in the Serenia Museum, protected from

Cajolery

anyone who tries to steal it for their own purposes. The possessor of this conch shell can convince anyone
of anything, and hypnotizing humans is but a trivial task.

Swan Song

The infamous sea witch, Sammila, supposedly wore a pendant made from crushed swan beaks. She

Pendant

enchanted them to make her song attacks the most powerful in the world. When she was finally destroyed,
her pendant could not be found, so many suspect it’s still in her lair below Phorcys Cavern.
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Character Creation
In Serenia, every players plays as a
merfolk. General physical attributes, gender,
sexual orientation, and skin color have no
mechanical effect on gameplay, but the player
can certainly let them affect their play style if
they wish.
Steps to creating a character: Think
about an archetype for your character. Chances
are it will change as you go through your
character sheet, however, thinking about what
sort of character you want to play as is a good
starting point. Players will need a 1d4, 2d6, 1d8,
and 1d10.
1. Name your character. This is what you
and other players will refer to your
character as.
2. Pick a clan. This is the family lineage
and general background your character
has. It can be specialized later.
Mermaids are highly unique creatures,
and come from many different kinds of

Serenia: The Dark Waters
bonuses to stats and/ abilities in certain
areas.
3. Allocate the 1 die for each of the 4 base
stats of strength, agility, intelligence, and
charisma. The d10 is already allocated to
abilities. While doing this, think about
your character skills because the
combination of dice will affect Song,
Swim, and Legs.
4. Determine your health by adding the
highest values of your STR and AGI
together.
5. All players start with a base defense
(DEF) of 5. Any armor and shields will
boost this.
6. Assign points to abilities. You have 10
points to start with.
7. Give your character a seashell weapon
(see weapons on page 43).
8. Fill in the narrative section with
appropriate content. Some of this may
need to be discussed with the GM.

clans. Their clan grants natural genetic
© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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1. Summary: This is a short

Serenia: The Dark Waters
(CHA). Each mermaid also has the additional

paragraph on the basic

natural skills: Song (INT+CHA), Swim

personality of your character and

(STR+AGI), and Legs (AGI+INT), which is a

who they are within the mermaid

combination of the base stat die rolls. When

world.

players create their characters, they will assign 1

2. View on Humans: This implies

of each of the 4 dice to a base stat.

how your character views, and

Strength: Typically used for attacking, roll this

possibly interacts, with humans.

die to see how much damage is done.

The range is Hate, Dislike,

Agility: Used for dodging, roll this die to see if

Neutral, Like, and Love.

you evade the attack!

3. Quick Family Bio: This is a

Intelligence: On its own, smarts don’t mean

quick background on your

much. This can be used as a secondary dodge,

characters family and how they

or a backup roll to the abilities Human World,

grew up. This may help explain

Mechanics, and Navigation.

why your character has the

Charisma: With this die roll, the mermaids can

abilities they do.

talk their way into or out of certain situations.

Stats

This can also be used as a backup roll to the
To play Serenia, players and the GM

Gossip ability.

need dice. Players need: 1d4, 2d6, 1d8, and d10.
The d10 represents the base ability value when

Song: When mermaids sing, they can do one of

players choose to roll abilities. The other 4 dice

two things: Players can choose to do a base

are split among the base stats: Strength (STR),

ranged attack (CHA+INT) that will cause

Agility (AGI), Intelligence (INT), and Charisma

damage, or choose to Hypnotize the enemy by
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using their Hypnotize ability value in addition to

Appearance: This ability increases how this

the Song roll.

character will appear to all humans. Characters

Swim: This is mermaid speed. This is a

with this ability use it in addition to their

STR+AGI roll. This can be used for dodging

charisma to make humans do their bidding and

and swimming through heavy currents.

even becoming their puppets in combat. This is

Legs: Mermaids can go on land. The roll,

a back up to Song if they fail hypnotize the first

AGI+INT, determines how far onto land players

time.

can go. Most mermaids do not go beyond

Construction: This is the characters ability to

seaside markets (see Movement page 28).

construct underwater mechanisms, such as

Abilities

underwater traps and blockades. Characters can

Characters starting out at level 1 only have 10
ability points. Players can assign ability points
to any skills they wish, and possibly gain ability
points each time they play the game. To use
abilities, players will roll a d10, and add their
ability value to the result. Players can still roll
for an ability they don’t have points in but
cannot apply any sort of bonus to it.
Animal Training: Allows players to potentially
calm and tame wild undersea creatures! When
this ability is at 3 points, players can have pets
(see Pets on page 22.)

also deconstruct with this ability.
Fine Arts: Mermaids with this skill tend to be
very creative and enjoy collecting pieces of art
as well as creating and selling it. Fine art can be
created automatically, however, how well it
turns out and how valuable it is is determined by
the rolled value.
Gossip: Mermaids enjoy gossip just as much, if
not more, than humans. This ability allows the
mermaid to detect how true a rumor is.
Human World: This is knowledge of the
human world and human world objects.
Mermaids with this ability do better at
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interacting with humans than mermaids without

Medicine: Some mermaids are naturally drawn

this skill.

to healing. Players can take a turn to heal their

Hypnotize: Merfolk can control their enemies

fellow party members instead of attacking. The

to be their puppets. If successful, merfolk can

value of their roll is then halved, and that is the

use the enemies own attacks and abilities

amount of health the mermaid will regain.

against them. Afterwards, merfolk can end the

Navigation: With this skill, players will be able

enemy’s lives by simply killing them or eating

to detect the direction the GM wants them to go

them. Each human eaten will give players +1

if they happen to get lost. This is especially

bonus to the hypnotize ability for the length of

helpful when it comes to walking on land

the play session.

because mermaids tend to get confused when

Landscaping: Characters have a way with the

navigating without a vertical axis.

land and can grow special consumable items

Ship: Mermaids are able to get onto ships and

(such as algae health potions and seaweed

take control! The higher their ability, the better

strength bonus’).

they are at controlling the crew and knowing

Language: Some mermaids have the ability to

how everything on the ship works.

persuade others with lies and can also gain

Pets

access to knowledge they shouldn’t. The higher
the skill, the more convincing the merfolk will

All mermaids have the ability to own
pets, but pets also take a lot of time and training
before they will be a mermaid’s best friend.

be.
Mechanics: This is used to pick locks, and
detect and disable traps. This can also be used as
an additional bonus to the construction skill.

Mermaids must have at least 3 points in the
Animal Training ability before their pet will
listen to them unconditionally. Pets can be used
as weapons, but also have their own
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personalities and defense and attack abilities.

They have standard pet defense and standard pet

Pets can only be purchased from shops in major

attack.

mermaid cities, or through the PeTs black

Seahorse: Seahorses are usually found in more

market. All black market pets have double to

shallow and tropical waters, but will follow their

every roll, although tend to be more expensive,

mermaid master’s wherever they want to go.

which is up for the GM to decide the cost as

They like to scout ahead and see what’s up

each black market NPC will be different levels

ahead. They can trigger enemies and traps early,

of shady in terms of narrative.

but will likely not survive. They have standard

Snail: Snails are found in a wide variety of

pet defense.

environments, but are most commonly used by

Sea Lion: Sea lions have ear flaps and flippers,

mermaids as distractions. They only have

which make them exceptionally good swimmers

standard pet defense.

and dodgers. They have a +2 bonus to the

Hermit Crab: Hermit crabs are aggressive

standard defense.

creatures. These crustaceans have long curved

Seal: Seals are similar to sea lions, but instead

abdomens and use their shells for protection. As

have a +2 bonus to standard attack. They also

hermit crabs grow, they have to find new shells.

have standard defense.

These pets are quite common among mermaids

Bamboo Shark: These small sharks enjoy

because they are so cheap and populated. They

shallow waters, and will not venture into deep

have standard pet defense and standard pet

parts of the ocean no matter what their master

attack.

commands. They have both standards.

King Crab: While king crabs are popular pets,

Lobster: Lobsters are very common creatures

they are also more expensive and rare due to

and typically not expensive depending on size.

being hunted and used for food by humans.

Small lobsters have standard defense and attack,
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while Medium lobsters have a +2 bonus to

*For cost, refer to pet shop in Economy 101 on

defense.

page 39.

Blue Dragon Sea Slug: Quite rare, these dragon

**For details on how pets can attack and defend

slugs are more on the expensive side and are

their masters, see Attacking on page 29.

actually more powerful against any creatures
that use poison. When the players defeat a
poisonous creature, any sea slugs in their party
gain a +3 bonus for their next attack. This bonus
does not carry over to the next session.
Baby Octopus: Octopuses are the smartest of
pets, and most are even smarter than Koi
mermaids. They have a +5 to the standard
defense ability. Because of their intelligence and
exoticism, they are typically very expensive.
Sea Turtle: Because of their hard shell, turtles
have a bonus +5 to defense. However, turtles
tend to have a higher health than other sea pets,
and can take more damage through each battles.
They are usually long-time companions.
Moon Jellyfish: These jellyfish are quite
deadly, and have a +5 bonus to their attack.
Electric Eel: Electric eels have an additional +3
to their attack.
© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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Bestiary: Creatures of the Deep

of merfolk and they have multiple sets of sharp

Common Monsters

teeth to gnaw at the flesh of their prey.

These are monsters players should see most
Viperfish
often.
HP: 2 | STR: d4 | DEF: 4
Jellyfish
Description: Typically found in the dark parts of
HP: 3 | STR: d6 | DEF: 1
the sea, Viperfish are able to absorb the shock of
Description: Jellyfish are quite delicate
attacks because of the first vertebra behind their
creatures, but that doesn’t make them any less
head. They are still very small and once their
dangerous. Using their tentacles, jellyfish tend
defenses are down, they can be easily crushed.
to prick a harsh sting onto their enemies.
Octopus
Piranha
HP: 4 | STR: d8 | DEF: 5
HP: 3 | STR: d6 | DEF: 2
Description: Octopuses may have 8 legs, but
Description: With their sharp teeth and feisty
their strength doesn’t always serve them well.
attitude, merfolk have to try to get close to these
Note that Octopuses always attack after each
guys. Note that Piranha’s always attack first.
party member has attacked.
Sea Lion
HP: 5 | STR: d6 | DEF: 3
Description: Sea Lion’s appear to be cute and
cuddly creatures, except when they’re charging
at you straight on!
Average Shark
HP: 5 | STR: d4 | DEF: 4

Rare Monsters
Rare Monsters are typically unlikely to appear
in every single wrecked ship or dark cavern.
Players should be pleasantly surprised and
amazed when these creatures appear.
Megamouth Shark
HP: 8 | STR: d6 | DEF: 6

Description: While sharks come in all shapes
and sizes, the average one is about twice the size
© 2014 DigiPen (USA) Corporation, All Rights Reserved.
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Description: As an extremely rare species, the
megamouth shark only surfaces to the upper
waters at night and in vast open areas far away
from major cities.
Fangtooth Fish
HP: 8 | STR: d6 | DEF: 4
Description: Fangtooth stay in the deep sea.
They look even more ferocious with their
glowing eyes.
Frilled Shark
HP: 10 | STR: d8 | DEF: 5
Description: The frilled shark looks living a
skeleton, and is rarely seen during the day. They
are said to carry death with them wherever they

Serenia: The Dark Waters

Legendary Monsters
Legendary Monsters should only appear when
narratively necessary, or when specifically
sought after by the players at the GM’s
discretion.
Great White Whale
HP: 30 | STR: 2d6 | DEF: 8
Description: The great white whale has rarely
been spotted by even the oldest merfolk around.
It’s said that you can’t even hear its song until
its right behind you! The last time this whale
was seen was 400 years ago off the edge Zancia.
Kraken
HP: 40 | STR: d6 + d8 | DEF: 8
Description: All reliable sightings of the kraken

go.
Vampire Squid
HP: 10 | STR: d6 | DEF: 6
Description: The vampire squid supposedly only
gets its name from its red eyes and black
webbed tentacles that appear to be a cloak… but
who really knows?

have said it’s simply a giant octopus, and has
resided off the coast of Orland for as long as
anyone can remember. The kraken will often try
to escape from combat, and it will usually leave
a giant whirlpool in its wake.
Loch Ness Monster
HP: 25 | STR: 2d6 | DEF: 6
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Description: The Loch Ness monster has been
seen more often than the other legendary
monsters, but mostly from a distance. It always
appears to be a tiny shadow moving slowly in
front of your eye. While it appears to move
slowly, merfolk have also said the loch ness will
disappear if you blink. The creature has been
spotted almost everywhere in the past 1000
years and does not seem to have a favorite
dwelling place.
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Game Rules
To play Serenia, each person needs: 1d4, 2d6,
1d8, and d10. Some tools that may be helpful
for the group as a whole, but are not necessary:
a play mat (specifically for playing on land) and
merfolk miniatures.

Turn Order

Serenia: The Dark Waters
3. If attack fails, use a backup ability once.
For details on which abilities are
backups, see Abilities on page 21.
Players must do the above in order. For
example, a player cannot attack an enemy first,
and then move away. However, they can only
attack and forgo the opportunity to move if they

While roleplaying in non-combat
choose to do so.
situations such as social or movement, players
do not need to take specific turns. They should,
however, share time within the play space. One
character is not the ultimate hero of the story,
but rather every character has a role and can be
a hero in their own individual way.
When it does come to combat, players
should roll for Initiative, which is the Swim roll
(STR + AGI) that dictates the order of turns
players will take when attacking the enemy.
On their turn, players can do a few things:
1. Move once (refer to Movement on page
28).
2. Attack once

Movement and Weight
Under the Sea: There are no metrics for
movement. The only condition is that the pace
the characters are moving should narratively
make sense. This is at the GM’s discretion.
Weight only matters in this setting if the players
are carrying 50x their max STR. For example, a
player wants to move from an offshore rock all
the way to a ship 100ft directly East. At this
distance, the GM can ask the whole party if
they wish to move, skip the player's next turn
while it will narratively take them time to get
over to the ship, tell the player they simply
cannot go that far right now, etc. As long as
the movement is not absurdly far within one
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turn and the group is not disturbed, any
reasonable movement is acceptable.
On Land: Land is broken up into 4 regions.
Ships are Region 1. Players will roll their Legs

Legs Region Chart
Legs Roll Weight Limit

Region

2-6

Any

Region 1

7-9

Less than 200lbs Region 2

10-15

Less than 100lbs Region 3

15-20

Less than 50lbs

(AGI + INT) skill to see how far they are able to
travel. There is also a weight limit for each
region, and merfolk cannot enter a region
carrying more than the limit. If merfolk attempt

Region 4+

to crossover into a region and go against the
rules, they will feel the call of the ocean pulling
them back and they must re-roll their Legs. If
players go back into the water for any reason,
they must reroll their legs. For more details on
interacting on land, see Land on 32. For
example, a player is carrying 250lbs, but rolls
an 8 for their legs. If they are able to get rid of
51lbs either by selling it or dropping it, they
can then go to Region 2 within this land
session. If they drop the 51lbs, go back into the
ocean, then want to come back onto land, they
must reroll their legs again.

Attacking
The total attack value is determined
based on which attack the player chooses to do.
The defending character’s total DEF subtracts
from the total attack value to determine the
damage.
Players choose from one attack type:
Weapon: Using one weapon from their arsenal
(including their fin), players add their STR roll
and any STR bonuses to their total attack value.
Players must be within a reasonable range to
melee attack (this is based on the movement the
player made previously).
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Song Attack: Players can choose to do a base

them. This roll is a d4, and players will need to

ranged attack (CHA+INT) that will cause

match the number under Defense Value on the

damage, or choose to Hypnotize the enemy by

Pets chart on the next page. If they fail, pets will

using their Hypnotize ability value in addition to

do nothing. If successful and when attacking,

the Song roll.

pets will roll their attack die + their masters’

Pet Attack: If players have less than 4 points in

STR value and bonuses. If necessary, the player

Animal Training, they need an initial die roll to

determines which attack the pet uses.

determine whether or not their pet will listen to
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Pets

Size

Defense Value(s)

Snail

Small

1

Hermit Crab

Small

1, 2

Blue Dragon Sea Slug

Small

4

Seahorse

Small

1, 2, 3

Lobster

Small, Medium

2, 3

King Crab

Medium

2

Electric Eel

Medium

2, 3

Bamboo Shark

Medium

1, 2, 3

Baby Octopus

Medium

2, 3, 4

Sea Turtle

Large

1, 3, 4

Moon Jellyfish

Large

1, 3

Sea Lion

Large

2, 4

Seal

Large

3, 4
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Health and Damage
As attacks hit the characters, they also
have the chance to avoid it and defend
themselves. Characters can dodge attacks or
send in their pets to defend them.
Defense: Using the defense stat, as long as this
number is higher than the total damage, the
player does not need to attempt to dodge or send
in their pet to defend them.
Dodging: Players will roll their AGI to dodge.
Their success is determined by the Skills

Serenia: The Dark Waters
to match the number under Defense Value on
the Pets chart on page 31. If they fail, pets will
do nothing. When it comes to defending, the
Defense Value also dictates whether or not the
pets are successful at defending, so the d4 will
be rolled again. If they succeed, their master
does not take any damage. If they fail, their
master takes half the damage. Pets can only
defend once per fight.

Social Interaction
Merfolk are mostly social creatures.

Difficulty chart on page 35. Difficulty of

Interacting with others is narrative and unique

dodging is determined by the GM based on the

for each situation. For example, if a player

current situation and examples from that chart.

wants to purchase items from a shop, they can

If the player is successful, the attack misses

do this quickly with barely any dialogue, or

them completely. If the player manages to pass

attempt to have a full conversation with the

the difficulty tier below the actual difficulty

shopkeeper. The GM will need to determine the

(they pass medium difficulty when difficulty is

NPC’s personality and how they will respond to

hard), they take only half the damage.

certain kinds of questions. Players can use skills

Pet Defense: If players have less than 4 points

and abilities on NPC’s when interacting, and the

in Animal Training, they need an initial die roll

GM can look to the corresponding difficulty

to determine whether or not their pet will listen

charts to determine successes.

to them. This roll is a d4, and players will need
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For example, a player wants to purchase a new
sword from Bashira the Blacksmith. Bashira is
very quiet and headstrong, but will give players
information for a price. The player, in addition
to purchasing the sword, wants to ask if there
are any rumors going around. They would use
their CHA for this. Getting information out of
Bashira can be deemed very hard to impossibly
hard if the player offers no money for
information. As the player offers her more
money, the difficulty will go down. If the player
is unsure if Bashira is telling the truth, they
may want to use their myth ability to determine
the truth, and the difficulty can be determined
by the GM based on what the rumor is.
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Abilities Chart
Used for all abilities. When determining animal training difficulty, also refer to the Animal
Training example chart.

Difficulty

Roll

Example Actions

(Min)

Trivial

1-2

Using Language on someone with an accent or speech impediment; Using Ship to climb
onto a homemade raft.

Very Easy

3-4

Using Human World to figure out how to eat and drink; Using Appearance to convince
children something.

Easy

5-7

Using Landscaping to harvest plants; Using Mechanics to pick an easy lock.

Medium

8-10

Using Mechanics to disable a simple trap; Using Ship to climb onto a sailboat.

Hard

11-13

Using Ship to climb onto a merchant ship; Using Fine Arts to create a masterful piece of art
to sell or gain fame.

Very Hard

14-20

Using Ship to climb onto a military ship; Using Navigation to find your way in a seaweed
forest or deep cave.

Extremely

21-27

Hard

Impossibly
Hard

Using Mechanics to pick large locks into secret rooms; Using Gossip to find out where a
legendary creature was last spotted.

28+

Using Appearance to hypnotize a king or queen; Using Construction to build a cave hideout
in 1 turn.
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Skills
Used for rolls concerning STR, AGI, INT, CHA, Song, Swim, and Legs
Difficulty

Roll

Example Actions

(Min)

Trivial

2

Dodging in a wide open space, racing a slow animal, etc.

Easy

3-6

Dodging in a calm area with few obstacles, knocking back a small animal, racing
other small fish, etc.

Medium

7-9

Dodging in a busy area with large obstacles or an open space in a large cave, carry
medium sized objects, racing other mermaids in an open space, etc.

Hard

10-13

Dodging in a small in area, carrying large but light objects, cleanly breaking gems
with tools, etc.

Very Hard

14-16

Dodging in a closed area, knocking back large animals and objects, racing ships, etc.

Extremely

17-18

Dodging with barely any space on either side, knocking back whale-sized animals

Hard

Impossibly
Hard

and objects, etc.

19

No dodging allowed (the player in constricted to no movement), knocking over ships,
breaking gems without tools, etc.
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Animal Training Ability
Examples of context
Difficulty

Example Actions

Trivial

Calming a small animal

Easy

Calming a medium animal

Medium

Calming medium/Training a small animal

Hard

Calming a medium animal/Training a medium animal

Very Hard

Calming a large animal/Training a medium animal/Calming and training a small wild animal
(not from the pet shop)

Extremely

Calming a large animal/Training a large animal/Calming and training and medium wild animal

Hard

(not from the pet shop)

Impossibly

Calming and training a large wild animal (not from the pet shop)

Hard
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Character Advancement and
Reward

Serenia: The Dark Waters

Level

Reward

Level

Reward

Level 1

+1 AP

Level

+1 SP

Merfolk can improve their abilities,
skills, and health points each time they play. At

11

the end of the play session, if the players
successfully completed the mission, the GM

Level 2

+1 AP

Level 3

+1 SP

Level 4

session until Level 10. Characters will level up
every 3 successful sessions between levels 11-

Level 5

+1 HP; +1

Level

DEF

14

+1 AP*

Level

15. Levels 16-20 will take 4 successful sessions
each.

+1 AP

+1 AP

+1 SP*

15

Level 6

+1 AP

AP= Ability Points. Players can choose
whichever abilities to apply these points to.

Level
13

Characters will level up every successful session
until Level 5, then every other successful

+1 HP; +1 DEF

12

will notify the players if they have leveled up
and players can apply points for next time.

Level

Level

+1 HP

16

Level 7

+1 SP

SP= Skill Points. Players can choose whichever

Level

+1 AP

17

of their 3 main skills to apply these bonus points
Level 8

+2 HP

to.

Level

+1 AP

18

HP= Health Points. The character now has
Level 9

+1 AP

additional health.

Level

+1 SP

19

DEF= Defense. The character now has
Level

+1 AP*

Level

+2 HP*; +1

20

DEF

additional defense.
10
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*Characters also have an automatic +1 bonus point in the
Appearance ability.

Loot
The GM must allow players the gain loot and
special items from fallen enemies and treasure
chests. If players defeat their enemies in
combat, the opponent will drop a specific
amount of dregs or gold depending on where the
enemy is from, equal to (enemy level x 1d10
roll). The party decide can share this in their
party bank or split it between them. The GM can
decide how much other loot the opponents are
carrying.
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Economy
Merfolk have their own undersea
economy. Merfolk are also able to go on land to
purchase or sell items, but the prices may vary
because each culture values different material
objects. For example, shopkeeper merfolk will
never sell or trade paper or fabric items because
they are essentially worth nothing, however
there may be a variety of garments available for
purchase and trade on land.
Mermaids use a currency called dregs
that look like old black coins. Mermaids can
also trade, but items must be worth

Serenia: The Dark Waters
to the human population. Mermaid objects are
also not quite as valued as human items are
because humans do not yet understand all the
secrets and power of mermaid items.
Mermaids can purchase any items from
almost any shop, except for pets. Shopkeeper
mermaids will never accept gold or silver for a
purchase from their shops just like human
shopkeepers will never accept dregs. See the
chart below for prices, and whether or not items
can be purchased with a specific currency. If the
price is “-”, then the item cannot be purchased
from that kind of shop.

approximately the same dregs when trading with
an NPC shopkeeper. However players can use
their CHA skill to persuade shopkeepers into
unfair trades.
Human currency comes in the form of
gold and silver. 100 Silver is equal to 1 Gold.
Mermaids can purchase items from human
shopkeepers when they visit land, and also sell
items, however human shopkeepers will not
accept items if they do not feel they could sell it
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Item

Collection

Weight

Cost: Dregs

Cost: Gold/Silver

Rootfibers (5)

Mermaid Plant

1lbs

10

-

Coral Candy Bar

Mermaid Food

1lbs

5

-

Spicy Seaweed Salad

Mermaid Food

1lbs

8

-

Mermaid/Human

1lbs

10

5 silver

Sandwich

Seaweed Popcorn

Food

Seashell Bracelet

Mermaid Jewelry

5lbs

55

10 silver

Seashell Necklace

Mermaid Jewelry

5lbs

70

15 silver

Blanket

Human

3lbs

-

8 silver

Book

Human

5lbs; 7lbs;

depends on

10 (small), 20 (medium), 40

10lbs

condition

(large) silver

Bottle, glass

Human

2lbs

5

10 silver

Candle

Human

1lbs

-

5 silver

Hammer

Tool

3lbs

40

10 silver

Lantern

Human Tool

4lbs

30

10 silver

Lock

Tool

5lbs

10

5 silver

Magnifying Glass

Tool

2lbs

60

20 silver

Paper (stack of 10)

Human

1lbs

-

10 silver
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Poison

Weapon

1lbs

50

75 silver

Tinderbox

Human Tool

2lbs

5 (unusable)

15 silver

Nails (pack of 100)

Tool

5lbs

10

5 silver

Trident (small)

Mermaid Weapon

10lbs

50

25 silver

Trident (medium)

Mermaid Weapon

20lbs

100

75 silver

Trident (large)

Mermaid Weapon

30lbs

175

1 gold, 50 silver

Anchor Sling

Mermaid Weapon

50lbs

150

60 silver

Crown

Mermaid Jewelry

6lbs

100

1 gold

Music Box

Human

5lbs

5 (unusable)

20 gold

Anglerfish Lantern

Mermaid Tool

2lbs

10

-

Seashell Shield

Mermaid Weapon

15lbs

45

-

Seashell Mace

Mermaid Weapon

15lbs

80

-

Seashell Shortsword

Mermaid Weapon

17lbs

65

-

Seashell Axe

Mermaid Weapon

12lbs

50

-

Coral Shield

Mermaid Weapon

20lbs

75

-

Coral Mace

Mermaid Weapon

20lbs

105

-

Coral Shortsword

Mermaid Weapon

22lbs

90

-

Coral Axe

Mermaid Weapon

18lbs

85

-
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Light Shield

Human Weapon

7lbs

100

50 silver

Light Mace

Human Weapon

6lbs

150

75 silver

Light Shortsword

Human Weapon

4lbs

125

60 silver

Light Axe

Human Weapon

4lbs

90

55 silver

Aspiration items
These are rare items that players will have to find by going on quests and playing in specific ways.
These items cannot be sold.

Item

Description

Pearl of

This item can be found on a sunken ship near the tip of Orland. Orlandians have been searching for this

Destiny

treasure for many years but are afraid it might be lost forever. The person in charge of this item would have
the power to take additional turns in combat and can save their party members from fatal attacks. For
example, if a party member is killed in combat, the player can use the Pearl of Destiny to bring them back
to life. This can be done up to 3 times before the power is used up.

Poseidon's

While Poseidon may have disappeared for now, there are rumors of his trident still being on this plane.

Trident

Whoever possesses this object is said to have control over whether or not ships survive storms and make it
to their destinations. This item also adds +15 to the attack value.

Conch of

Found many years ago on a magic snail, the Conch now sits safely in the Serenia Museum, protected from

Cajolery

anyone who tries to steal it for their own purposes. The possessor of this conch shell can convince anyone
of anything, and hypnotizing humans is but a trivial task.
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Swan Song

The infamous sea witch, Sammila, supposedly wore a pendant made from crushed swan beaks. She

Pendant

enchanted them to make her song attacks the most powerful in the world. When she was finally destroyed,
her pendant could not be found, so many suspect it’s still in her lair below Phorcys Cavern.

Seashell Shortsword

Attack +3

Seashell Axe

Attack +2

Coral Shield

Defense +4

Coral Mace

Attack +7

Coral Shortsword

Attack +5

Coral Axe

Attack +3

Light Shield

Defense +2

Light Mace

Attack +6

Light Shortsword

Attack +4

Light Axe

Attack +4

Weapons
While merfolk can always use their fin
as a base weapon, handheld weapons of
particular classes have specific bonuses.
Weapon

Trident (small)

Trident (medium)

Trident (large)

Anchor Sling

Seashell Shield

Seashell Mace

Bonus

Attack +1

Attack +3

Attack +6

Attack +2

Defense +2

Attack +5
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Pets
Mermaids can only purchase pets through pet adoption centers under the sea, or through the PeTs
Black Market.
Pets

Size

Cost (Dregs)

Black Market Cost

Snail

Small

50

80

Hermit Crab

Small

60

90

King Crab

Medium

65

95

Seahorse

Small

55

85

Sea Lion

Large

200

250

Seal

Large

250

300

Bamboo Shark

Medium

100

140

Lobster

Small, Medium

75 (small), 125 (medium)

115 (small), 175 (medium)

Blue Dragon Sea Slug

Small

80

115

Baby Octopus

Medium

145

195

Sea Turtle

Large

350

450

Moon Jellyfish

Large

300

350

Electric Eel

Medium

175

225
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People and Places

about enforcing rules, and think most

Serenia

merfolk are just playing around.

People
Most merfolk tend to stay near the main city

•

local merfolk! The GM should create

unless they are adventurers. The player’s

them as necessary.

characters may come across other travelling
merfolk in their parties, but they will typically

Townie- Townies are just your average

Places
Under the sea within cities most people are very

run into these people in the city:
private and keep within their communities. The
•

Archon- The grand leader. The current
exceptions are during holiday festivals and for
leader is Lachlan Otterly, a Betta
merfolk that have jobs in which they need to
merman.
communicate with people.

•

Institutors- These merfolk are the
Merchants/Shops all tend to be within the same
advisors of the Archon. Most of them
area of the city, known as the marketplace
have been Archon at some point in their
political careers, although whether or not
they are satisfied as an advisor is their
prerogative. There are typically 4 at any

•

Pet shop (sells pets)

•

Weapons shop (sells weapons)

•

Trade goods store (sells items)

•

PeTs Black Market (sells pets with black

time and they are constantly being
market bonus)
rotated.
Community Area
•

Law Enforcement- These merfolk

•

Library- Most merfolk have an interest

usually launder around the more
in learning, and some will spend days
populated areas of the city, and typically
reading on stone tablets and taking in
don’t end up taking care of most trouble
new knowledge. The library does have
that occurs. They are just not that serious
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human books, however those are on the
upper levels of the library that are above
the water, and only merfolk with a
Language skill of 3 can access this
knowledge.
•

Bank- Merfolk not only like to store
their money, but many like to store
sentimental items in their collection at
the bank as their home is typically not
secure.

•

Town Hall- The town hall is not a

Serenia: The Dark Waters

On Land
Merfolk have yet to discover much about the
world above the sea beyond the shoreside cities
because most cannot go beyond the walls. It is
up to the GM to decide where these places in
relation to Serenia, but most places will have
similar buildings and people that players can
visit.
Merchants/Shops all tend to be within the same
area of the city, known as the marketplace,
which is within Region 1 of land.
•

Weapons shop (sells weapons)

•

Trade goods store (sells items)

building, but instead usually the deepest
cave in the city. In times of peril, the
deep cave offers protection to almost

Community Area
•

every member of the community. At all

Similar to the Serenian library, however,

other times, this is where merfolk can go

these libraries contain books on human

for any legal issues that need to be

life. Any information on merfolk has

solved, or to speak with the Archon. The

always been part of the fantasy section,

Archon may or may not have time for

until recently.

every merfolk each day. Smaller matters
•

can be brought to the attention of the
Institutors.

Library- Typically within Region 2.

Town Hall/City Castle- Typically in
Region 4 or farther. This is where the
government sits. The GM can decide
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whether a leader from a village mayor
all the way to the regal king of the land
dwells here.
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